Boot JacksI partnered with Todd McCane of Quail Hollow Ranch to design a boot jack that both
creates a statement in any room and stands the test of time. The product we came up with
stands 29" tall x 20"deep x 14" wide. The boot jack starts as a piece of hand-selected
Mahogany (other species available upon request). I create each part by using the wood's
natural beauty and grain direction. All parts are made by hand and sanded to perfection
without the use of CNC type mass production machinery.
Models vary from our "Plain Jane", which simply uses the function and beauty of
the Mahogany, to elaborately hand-tooled leather models creating functional art. On the
boot jacks with leather applied, there is both artwork and scuff protection. The base of
the jack has a pad to prevent damage; the "yoke" used to grab the heel also has a
protective leather pad to keep from scuffing your boot. The paddle serves two purposes
as well. It applies pressure on the toe of the boot allowing for easy removal, and it
provides a location for the artwork. Artwork varies, some standards would include a
Floral pattern, Basket Weave, and Cow Hide. If you prefer to let your imagination run
wild, some other patterns created include; a Vintage Oil Well scene, a Pheasant Hunting
scene and a Cape Buffalo African scene. I even made a Quail Hollow Ranch boot jack
for my old friend Todd. His has a quail hunting scene with his ranch brand, QHR located
on the top of the paddle. Whether staying simple or very elaborate, each design and
texture is struck into the leather by hand. I use a lacquered furniture grade finish on
everything I produce, including these boot jacks. The pricing for the Boot Jacks starts at
$650.00 and up depending on the hides used and the amount of tooling.

